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Introduction
In a series of papers which starts with the present one, we are concerned 
with the problem of invariance of the Pontrjagin classes of differentiable mani­
folds. We prove first, in the present paper, a main theorem whose application 
will be made in the sequel. The main theorem is stated in terms of Riemannian 
metrics of manifolds.
Throughout the present paper, a compact orientable n-dimensional differenti­
able manifold M  is fixed. Given a differentiable structure Q) on M, we denote 
by P (.3)^ the Pontrjagin classes of (M, Q)). For two differetiable structures 
3 )' on My we write if there are a metric function d  on M, d' on M  and
an onto-homeomorphism h : M -> M  such that
i ) d, d' are induced from Riemannian metrics g, g ' on (M, ^ ) ,  (M, Q )') 
respectively.
ii) with l^ s < 3  we have
dKx,  y ) / s ^ d ' K h ( x ) ,  h ( y ) ) ^ s d K x ,  y)  
for any (x, y ) ^ U ,  a neighborhood of the diagonal of M x  M .
M a i n  T h e o r e m  I f  , then p (3 ))  =P(S) ' ) -
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§ I. Notations and Method
Given topological spaces X  and Y  on which a group H  operates to the left, 
we denote by S2h(X, F ) the totality of continuous maps of X to F  which are 
compatible with the ii/-operations. We topologize S2h(X, F )  by the compact open 
topology. If H is the identity group the notation Qh(X,  F) is simplified to Q(X,  F).
Let {Y,  TC, be a bundle with structure group H. (By bundle we under­
stand the E-F bundle in [3]). We then consider the subspace Qh' (X,  F) C Qh 
(X, F )  consisting of all ( P ^ Q h ( X ,  F ) such that are constant maps, and 
define a map rc'\ Qh (X,  Y) - ^B  by attaching of (P^Qh(X,  F )  to point which is 
the image of It follows that {Qh (X,  F), B) is a bundle with structure
group H. This bundle is denoted Qh(X,  ^ ) .
Let % = ( T ,  P, B') be a principal bundle with structure group G, and F  a
topological space on which G operates to the right. Then we consider the space 
Y x  gT  obtained from F x  T by the identification
( 3^, = ye Y, t e r ,  geG,
and define a m ap p' \  F x ^ T — >B by p'{y ,  Then it follows that F x g ^
= ( Y x g T, p, B)  is a fiber space.
Assume now that F  has a right G-operation and a left iJ-operation which are 
compatible. Then we can regard naturally F x  a bundle with structure group 
H. It follows moreover that, for any topological space X  havine* a left //-opera­
tion, the natural map defines a fibre-preserving homeomorphism
(I. I) )  F )X g^ -> j2^(X, F xg^ ) .
Hereafter % will exclusively denote the principal tangent bundle of the mani­
fold (M, ^ ) ,  and G the real general linear group GL(n, R )  of degree n = dim M.
We shall sketch in what follows our method to prove the main theorem.
Let denote the complex ^-space on which the norm is defined as usual, 
and consider the subspace L (C ”, C”) consisting of all non-degenerate
complex linear map (f\ where m ^ n .  Since G operates on C” as linear
transformations, we can define a right G-operation on L  C") by
(<p-g)(y)=g'~^<<pCy)), g ^ G ,  y e c ^ .
It follows then that the Pontrjagin classes p ( ^ )  are given the characteristic 
classes of the bundle
( I )  L(C-, C^)Xg^
Let denote the group of complex numbers with norm I. Then the scalar 
multiplication on the left vector space define a left -operation on C^ -O, where
O is the origin of Together with the right G-operation on C", this defines 
the bundle
(II) S?s<C^-0, C^ -O) X
We prove in Theorem I that i> (^ ) are the characteristic classes of the 
bundle (II).
Let i?” denote the Euclidean n-space, and consider the space i?”). We
define a continuous map
(I. 2) p: R n  -
by
( I .  3 )  P ( ^ )  =  ( f V 'V K O ^ ^ ,  f V ’V ^ ^ ( 0 ^ / ) ,J —T J —T
where for (p^ (S^, R") we put
(I. 4) ^
Define a left S^- and right G-operation on i2(S^, i?") by
i z ’ <p')(,z'') =  <p(zz'^,
where z,  z '  ^ S^, g  ^ G and G operates on R ” as linear transformations. Then it 
follows that P is compatible with the S^- and G-operations.
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Therefore, putting
N = p - ^ 0 )
we can consider the bundle
(III) ^ s < C ^ -0 ,  S2(S\ R ^ ) ~ N ) X g^
= I2s<C^-0,  ( i? ( S \  R ^ ) - N ) X g%)
(see (I. I)). We prove in Theorem 2 that p induces a fiber homotopy equiva­
lence (III) to the bundle (II).
In connection with a Riemannian metric g  introduced on (M,  we define 
for any positive number r and k a subbundle ^( r ,  k)  of ( J2(S^, i?”) —AT) (see 
§§3 and 4), and prove in Theorem 3 that there is a fibre homotopy equivalence 
between the bundles (III) and
(IV) S ^ A C ^ - 0 ,  %(r, k))
if l / 2 ^ k < 3 /2 .
The above argum ents show that p { ^ )  are given as the characteristic clas­
ses of the bundle (IV). On the other hand we show that if r is sufficiently small 
there is a homeomorphism X of the total space of ^ ( r ,  k)  onto a subspace of j?
, M ) x M .  The proof of the main theorem consists in comparing the bundle 
(IV) for ^  a n d ^ ' by making use of the homeomorphism  ^ and h :M-> M.  (see 
the final part of §4).
§ 2 Reduction to S-operation
Let
L(C ^,  C^)X g%-> S2s<C^-0, C ^ - 0 ) X g% 
denote the map induced by the inclusion
L ( C ^  C ") S 2 s < C ^ - 0 ,  C^- O).
We have
T h e o r e m  I. Let n > m  and put =  then
%i (L (C"', C”) )=  O i f  K q q
= Z  i f  i=Qo\
the homomorphism
C")) Tii (J? s< C ^ -0 , C^-O )) 
is an isomorphism for  i^2{qo — l')\ the isomorphism
C ^ ) ) )  ->
7r ,^(S2s<C^-0,  C ^ - O )))  
maps the characteristic class o f  L ( C \  C'Oxc% to that o f
C'~Q)Xc%
Proof  Since L (C ”^  C") is the complex Stiefel manifold, the first part of the 
theorem is the well-known fact. The last part of the theorem follows quickly 
from the naturality of the characteristic classes and the second part of the
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theorem. The proof of the second part is as follows.*
Regarding the sphere i of odd dimension as the set of all elements of 
with norm I, we denote by Ym, n the set of all linear maps which send to
and by Wm, n the set of all maps q>: compatible with the
operation. Then it follows that the natural maps F,„. „ L(C^", C") and Wm,n 
—0, C  —0) are homotopy equivalences.
Therefore the problem is to prove that the homomorphism
-  Tr,(Wm,n)
induced by the inclusion /Cm: Vm, n Wm, n is an isomorphism for q ^  4= ( n —m).
Regard as a subspace of C”" by identifying Cct,'-,cm-i) with (,Ct,'",Cm-iy 
0), and define continuous maps p \  Vm, n~  ^Vm-i, n and q : Wm, « Wm-i, n to be the 
duals to the inclusion cC ”^. Then it follows that ( Vm, n, P, Vm~i, «) and ( Wm, n, 
q, Wm-i, n) are fibre spaces. In fact, the former is well known, and the covering 
homotopy property for the latter follows directly from the homotopy extension if 
we notice the following: the classified space of by the action of is homeo-
morphic with the space of all elements y  =  (ct,-',Cm) with norm I and
real Cm^O, and the boundary of is
Let Vm-i, « be a point, and put w =  it{v) 6 Wm-i, n- Then it follows that p~~^  
(v) is h o m e o m o r p h i c  w i t h  ^^d that q~^(w) is homotopy equivalent to the
iterated loop space Furthermore it follows that the homomorphism
TZi iq~^{.w')) induced by the restriction K%i =  Km \ is the
iterated suspension homomorphism
£ 2 - 2  ; (52«-2m+i)
under the identifications p'^ and q~  ^ . Therefore
K.%1  ^ is isomorphic onto if i < .2  {2n—2m-\-\') — l =  A {n —m) +  l. Consider now the 
commutative diagram
^^MiVm-l,n) TCiip-^iv)) Hi^Vm, n) -> 7T,-( F^_i, J  -> TTi t^( P~  ^W )  ->
^i+liWm-l,n) -> 7ti{q~'^{w)y->TZi(iWm,n) 7ti{Wm-l, n)
in which the rows are exact. Then, in virtue of the five lemma, the induction 
on m proves that iCm^. is an isomorphism if This completes the proof
of Theorem L
C o r o l l a r y . The Pontrjagin classes p (3 ) )  characteristic classes o f
the bundle — C" —0)Xg^.
Define a map
a\C^ Q (SI ,  R^)
by
*T h is is a complex analogue to the proof of the fundamental lemma (I. I) in Haefliger-Hirsch [I].
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(2.1) "',Cn)) /TL ^ e ( c i z ) ,  •••, I/tT (CnZ)),
where ffie (c^z) denotes the real part of the complex number c^ z. As is easily 
seen, c? is continuous and is compatible with the -and G-operations. By a direct 
calculation from (I. 3) and (2. I) we see 
(2. 2) po^=the identity.
Define a homotopy : Q (S^ i?”) *-> j? (S^, 7?”) by
(PT  ^ (<P)) ( z )  =  ( l ~ t X ( ^ ^ P )  (<P)) ( z ) + t  cp(z) .
Then Hf is compatible with the -and G-operations, and it holds that 
Hq = aoP Ht = the identity, p^Ht = P
Thus we obtain
P r o p o s it io n  I. The maps
p: X R ^ ) - N  -> C”-0 ,
^ ; C ” - 0  - >  Q(S\  R^^)-N 
are homotopy equivalences which are compatible with the S'^-and G-operations 
This Proposition shows
T h e o r e m  2. The map p induces a fibre homotopy equivalence
p: (C”^ -0, R ^ ) - N ) X g%-^ C«-0)X g^
Together this theorem with Corollary to Theorem I, we have 
C o r o l l a r y . The Pontrjagin classes P(S)) are the characteristic classes o f the 
bundle R^) -N)Xg^ ' ) .
§3. The space L (r, k ;  X,  Xo)
Let X  be a metric space, and d its metric function. Then we associate each 
element cp^S? (S^, X )  with sequences {S«(<j9)l and {5„(<jf>)} of real numbers defin­
ed as follows:
(3. I) S«(^)=7T/2'^-12'" '  , d^(<p(vj),k=-2»~^
Sni(P) = Tl ^ (l./-!)) ,
where
v„=^expi7ii/2^-^).
Since a function rit) = d^i<p(-e'*)), is continuous, it follows that for any 
CS^, X )  the sequence (S„(< )^} converges and we have
( 3 . 2 )  5(^)) =  lim„_>o.S„(«^)= r  d^(cp(e“), cp( -e“)) dt.j' -TT
We say that X )  is a Lipschitz map if the following condition is
satisfied: There exists a constant K=K(Cp) such that 
(3. 3) d(<p(e^^), <p(e^ '^))/ | t - t '  | ^  K,
for any distinct real numbers t and t ' .
L e m m a  I. I f  <p^Q(S'^, X )  is a Lipschitz map, then {Sn(cp)} is a convegent
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sequence.
Proof. The triangle inequality implies
dKx, z) ^  2(dKx, y)-\-dKy. ^)).
By making use this and it follows that
S„{(p) g  S„+1 (<«>).
On the other hand, (3. 3) implies and hence we have
S„(f>) S  27ZK^
Thus the sequence ls„(f>)} converges, and the lemma is proved.
For each Lipschitz map X) we put
(3. 4) s(<«>)=lim s„{(p).
«->co
Given positive numbers r, k and a point Xq 6 X, we denote by L ( r , k \  X, x~) the 
totality of all Lipschitz maps X )  satisfying the following two conditions:
(L i)  d^icpiz), Xq) ^  r  for all z^S^,
(L2) O <  sC<p)/k ^  kS((p).
We shall next consider the case X is a real /2-space R"" in which a metric 
function d  is given by 
(3. 5) d^ix, y ) = - H i j g i j { x ^ - f )  (x^ ‘- y )
in terms of a symmetric positive definite quadratic form g.
Given a function f ( t )  defined on [_-7z, tt], we denote as usual by ak(f) ,  bk ( f )  
the Fourier coeflftcients of f ( t ) :
fTT rir
= f i t )  cos kt dt, =  f ( f )  sin kt dt.
J -T f J -T r
For (P^  R^), we put 
(3. 6) Aki(P)=Ylgij ak((p^)+hk{(p')hk(i(p^))
(See (I. 4) for the definition of (p').
Proposition 2. For any (p^QiS'^, i?”) we have
Si(P)= Sf=I ^A^k-ii<P)\
I f  (p is a Lipschitz map we have
Si(P) Ak(^).
(Proof is given in § 5.)
The following Lemma is fundamental.
Lemma 2 For any Lipschitz map (p^QiS'^, i?”) satisfying
^<s((p) ^  CSQ(P)
with a constant c ( 0 < c < 9 /4 ) ,  we have p ( ( p ) ^ 0 .
Proof. Suppose that p(< )^ = 0. Then we have
e~^ *(p^ it)dt = aii(p^ ) -ibt((P^) = O
J  -TT
for any /, and hence (^)== 0. Therefore, in virtue of Proposition 2, it follows 
from si(p) ^  cS((p) that
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0 ^ T .% 2 ^ k^ ^ 2 k (< P ) + l l f= ia 2 k^ iy -4 c} A 2 k - , iW ^
Since (gij) is positive definite, AkC(P) ^  0. Consequently we obtain 
A2(i(p)=A3((p) = ’-  = 0 or SC(P) = O 
which contradicts with the assumption O <  SC(P).
R e m a r k  I  Let cp: -> S'" he ^ Lipschitz map, then 
s (^ ) = O
if and only if is a constant map.
(See §5 for the proof).
P r o p o s it io n  3 For 0< ^< 3 /2  and any r>0 , we have 
L Cr, k; R \  0) C  nCS^, R^) = N  ]
L  Cr, k \  i?”, 0) is invariant under the S'^-operation.
Proof. The former is a direct consequence of Lemma 2. If ^ is a Lipschitz map 
then (P'>a Ca^S'^) is also a Lipschitz map and we have
Max dC(PC^ ), 0) = Max dC(P*oiCz), 0).
Furtherm ore direct calculations show
Ak C(P-(^)=Ak C(P) 
and hence by Proposition 2 we have
(3.7) S(^-(^) = S(^), sC(P-a) =SC(P).
Therefore the latter is obtained, and the proof completes.
For any element put
(3. 8) I l  I l  = Max d(a(y)Cz),  0).
Then by direct calculation we can prove that || y || is a norm, in C” . i j |1 .y || = 0 if 
and only if y  = 0, ii) \\cy\\ -  k |  ILv || for any iii) llj i^ + I! ^  ILVi Il + Il 3^ 2 |l.
For any r> 0 , put
(3.9) SCr ; R \  O)= [aCy) \ y  ^ C \  | ! j | i - v 7 }
L e m m a  3. There is a deformation retraction of  j2(5^, R " ' ) ~N  to SCr \ R \  0) 
which is compatible with the S'^-operation.
Proof. Define a homotopy ; C "-0 -> C  —O by
^/(3^) = ( l - ^  + i / 7 ’^ /ll3^  11)3^
Then Qt is compatible with the 5^-operation and we have
Qo = I, q,CC^~0) = ^ Cr), q t \^Cr) = l, 
where © ( r )^ - \ y ^ C  /  \\y ||= -i/T l. Therefore if we put
Qt  =  croq,op:  R ^ ^ ) - N  S2CS\  R ^ ) - N  
then Qi  is a homotopy which is compatible with the S^-operation, and we have 
Qo =  <y^p, Q i CSJCS\  R ^ ) - N )  =  SCr ]  R ^  0) ,  Q t \ SCr  ] R \  0)  =  1. 
Consequently, together this with Proposition I, we obtain the desired result.
Lemma 4 I f  1/2 ^  ^ < 3 /2  there exists a deformation retraction of  L Cr, k \  i?” 
0) to SCr; R'\  0) which is compatible with the S~^-operation.
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Proof  Define a homotopy H /: by
H,(<pXz)  =  a ~ t ) c p C z )  +  t ( Q ^ ( < p ) ) ) z \  z e S K  
Then Ht((p) is compatible with the S^-operation, and we have
^ 0  = 1, R ^ ) - N )  = S ( r ; R \  0), H i \S ( r ]  R \  0)=-l.
Therefore, in virtue of Proposition 3, the problem is to prove
(3.10) HtiU r ,  k\  R \  0 ))c L (r , k\  R \  0).
This is proved as follows.
If we notice that sin d, cos d satisfy the Lipschitz condition, it is easily 
proved that aiy)  is a Lipschitz map for any C”. From this it follows that if (p 
is a Lipschitz map then so is Let <p satisfy d^((p(z), 0) ^  r for any
then it holds that
d(Ht((pXz), O )^ ( l -0 d (< p ( z \  O^+t d(Qt(<p(z)\  0)
+ p((p)\\daaoo(cpXz),  0)
Hence we have
dXH,(cpXz),  0 ) ^ r
for any z ^ S ^  and ^€[0, I].
Observe next that
^i(^(3^))>0, A j ( X y ) )  = 0 ( ; ^ 2 )  
for any O ^ y  6 C . Then, it follows that
Aj(Ht(<p)) = a- tyA j(cp ) ( ;^ 2 ) .
Therefore, in virtue of Proposition 2, direct calculations show that if OCr(Cp)Zk 
^kS((p)  with l / 2 ^ k < 3 /2 ,  then 0<s(Ht((p))/k ^  ks(Ht(<p)). Thus we have (3.10), 
and the proof is completed.
Together with Lemmas 3 and 4, we obtain
P r o p o s it io n  4 For 1 /2^ ^ < 3 /2  and 0 < r ,  there is a homotopy equivalence of  
L{r, k \  i?”, 0) to i2(S^, R ' ^ ) - N  which is compatible with the S^-operation. 
P r o p o s it io n  5 Let l /2 ^ ^ < 3 /2 , l<iu<2/2k, then the homomorphism 
^^(j?s'(C”'- 0 ,  L{r, k \ 0 )))-»7r/j^(C ”^ -0, L{ur, uk\  i?”, O))) 
induced by the inclusion i: L{r, k\  R"", 0)-^L{ur, u k ; R"", 0) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. It is easily seen that a homotopy
f t : S i r ; i?”, 0) —> L iu r , u k ; R \  0)
can be defined by
f t i^') = ii '^-t)^ut')(p,  cp^Sir]  i?”, 0).
It follows that f t  is compatible with the -operation, and that
foi(p) = (P, fii<P) ^ S iu r ]  R^, 0).
Therefore the diagram
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jJs'CC^-O, S (r; i?",0)) I k Qs< C ’”-Q,  S(ur;  R ”, O))
i i
n s ' ( C “ - 0 , L ( r , k \ R \  0) )J i^ Q s <C " ‘- 0 ,  L (ur ]  uk \ R \  O))
is commutative, where i are the inclusions. Obviously / i  is an onto-homeomor­
phism. Therefore the proposition is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.
§4. Proof of the main theorem.
Take a Riemannian metric g  on M  Then g  determines a metric function dp 
on each fibre Tp-=n~'^{p) of the tangent bundle Therefore Tp is a real
linear ;z-space having a metric function defined in terms of a symmetric positive 
definite matrix gi j(p) ,  so that we can apply the arguments in §3 with Tp instead 
of R \
As is well known, g  defines also a metric function on M  We denote this by 
dM‘ Consider a system of normal coordinates •••, a:”) in a neighborhood Up 
of P ^M.  Then the correspondence of points q =  •••, € Up to points 
x^Liip), Li (P) =  i d / d X^ )p, defines a homeomorphism of Up into Tp, This homeo­
morphism is denoted by Xp
L e m m a  5 For any sufficiently small e > 0 ,  there exists such that
i ) d i e ) ^ k e
ii) fo r  any p, q, q ' e M  with duiq, P)^^,  d u i q ' , P ) ^ ^  we have 
d% {q, r ) / a  +  d ( e ) ) ^ d ! , ( q ,  q ' ) ^ ( l + d i e ) )  d^ (^q, q ' )  
where we put  q=Xpiq) and q' =  Xpiq').
Proof  Let (xO> x' = ix'^) be normal coordinates of q, q' in Up. Then it 
follows that there are functions aijix, x', p )  such that
d u i q ,  q ' ) ^=Hijdijix, x', p)ix^-x^^) ix^-x'^)
dp iq, q' )=HijCiijiO,  0, p)ix^-x'^)ix^-x^^)
if q, q^   ^ Up. We can take a i j ix , y ,p )  in such a way that they are continuous on 
P and are differentiable on ;![: and y. Consider now a quadratic form
Axyy,P)i^) =Hijdij ix,  y, p )
Then we have
y ,  P)ix-x^) = dl [iq,  q )^, A^o, o,  p) i x - x ' )  =  iq, q').
It follows that there is a function c ip ,  S) which is upper semi-continuous on p  
and and which satisfy
I  A qx, x', p~) ( f )  — -/1( 0, 0 , / > ) ( ? )  I  ^ciP,  S)iduiq, P) -^dmiq\ P))>
Put
c(/>) = Max cip,  ?),
where © = ^)(f) = l}. Since,
i x - x ' ' ) I V 0, 6 ®.
if du'iq, P )S £  and P ) S e  then we have
I p ) ( x - x ' ) - A ( o ,  0 ,  p ) ( x - x ' )  I S 2 e c ( p ) A ^ o ,  o, p ) ( x ~ x ' ) ,
namely,
( l - 2 6 c ( p ) ) d l ( g ,  g ' ) S d l f ( q ,  q') S  ( l+ 2 £ c (p ) )d l  (q, q'X 
Therefore, putting
5(5) = 2ec/(l-2ec) with C =M ax c i p ) ,
P ^ M
we have the desired result.
P r o p o s it io n  6 For sufficiently small e:>o, Xp induces maps
Xp \ L(e,  k] M , p )  L a i+ d (e ) ' ) e ,  ( l ^ d ( e ) ) k ;  Tp, 0) 
k\  Tp, 0) L (( l + (5(is))6', (l+ o(< ?))^ ; M, p)
Proof  Obvious from Lemma 5 and the definition of L{r, k \ X, xq).
For any r>o  and ^>o, we define a subspace T{r, k) by 
T(r, k)=  U L(r, k\  Tp, 0)C
P ^ M
and a continuous map tzq : T(r, k) -> M  by
7To(r, k; Tp, Oy)=p.
P r o p o s it io n  7 ^ ( r ,  k) = {T(r,  k), 7t.q, M] is a bundle with structure group
S \
Proof  Let (xO be a system of normal coordinates in Up, and let jc=(x^) be 
the coordinate of Up, Then there is a matrix Cf){x'))  such that
g^A.^) o)f iAx) f; (x)
and f 'j (x)  are continuous on x. We have a homeomorphism
f ; Ty, X Up - > Tir^(Up)
defined by
ip),  q) - 2 / ,  X^  f ) ' L M ) -  
It follows that dp{%, x '^)=^ dp{${_x, q), <f (^^ q)) for any :r, x^ ^ Tp. Therefore if we 
define
V : Tp) xUp TZo^(Up)C: 12(S^,
by
(V{<P, q)) (Z) = SC^ (Piz), q), z ^ S ^ ,  <p e Tp),
then it follows that is a homeomorphism such that q)=q,  and that v(.L
(r, k \ Tp, 0 )x  Up)= Li L(r, k] Tq, Q) = {Up). Thus we have the lemma.
q ^ U p
T h e o r e m  3 For 1 /2  ^  ^ < 3 / 2  and r>o ,  there is a fibre homotopy equivalence 
of the bundle %(r, k) to the bundle R ^ ) —N )X g%  which is compatible
with the -operation.
Proof. We mean by Np the set N  defined for R^=Tp.  Then the fibre on p 
of the bundle R ^ ) - N ) X g% is Tp) -Np.  On the other hand, the
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fibre space k) is L{r, k , Tp, 0). Therefore the desired result follows from 
Proposition 4. Here it is to be noticed that the fibre homotopy equivalence Sp: 
L(r,  k ; Tp, 0) -> Tp)—Np can be taken in such a way that ^p is continuous
on p. (See the proof of Lemmas 3 and 4).
Together this theorem with Corollary to Theorem 2, we have 
C o r o l l a r y  The Pontrjagin classes p{Q)) are characteristic classes of  the 
bundle —0, %{r, k)), where l /2 ^ ^ < 3 /2  and r'^0.
We now proceed to proving the main theorem.
In the following, the notations with  ^ denote the corresponding notions defined 
for (Af, We assume that (S>0 is sufficiently small.
In virtue of the condition ii) of Introduction, h induces a map
hp \ U e ,  k] M, p) L (ss, Sk ] M,  h{p)) .
Therefore, by Proposition 6, the composition
^p==h(p)hXp^: U s ,  k\  Tp, 0) -  UesA,  ksA \ T , ' cp), 0) 
can be defined, where
do' )( l+ do)
with So=SCe), do =(X^-^ do) ^ s). It follows that the maps ^p for all p ^ ' M  give 
rise to a map ^ : T(s, k) T^esA, ksA) such that tlq =^ hortQ. By Proposition 
7, f  is a bundle map of %^e, k) to ^'(esA, ksA), so that f  induces a bundle map 
f  ^(6, k)) %^6sQ, ksA))
such that TZo °^=^h°7to. Therefore, in virtue of Corollary to Theorem 3 and the 
fact
Iim A = I,
e-^ o
the main theorem is a direct consequence of the following: If 1 ^ 5 ^ < 3  then the 
homomorphism
fifc' + — 0, L ( 6 ,  1 / 2 ]  Tp,  O )))  —> 7T2(«-?«)+l
UesA, lJ2sA-, T , \ p), O))) 
induced by C is an isomorphism. To prove this we consider the composition
U = U e s A ,  s J / 2 ;  Ti,p,Q) U  =  U e s ^  AA^ s^ AA^  /  2 \ Tp, 0 ) ,
where we put
^ i) (1+ OiO
with d i = d \ e s A ) ,  8^= di )es^A).  T hen th eco m p o sitio n
^Up,o^p: U  = U e ,  1/2; Tp, 0) -  U  
is the inclusion. Since
Iim AA^===!
£->0
it follows from Proposition 5 that, if l^ s " < 3 , then
Lo )) -  U ) )
is an isomorphism. Thus for l ^ s < y  , Vhip)^ is an epimorphism. On the other
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hand, by Theorem I, Propositions 2 and 4, we have
7 i ,S ^ s < C ^ - 0 ,
(i= 0 , I, 2). Therefore and hence is an isomorphism if 1^5<3. This
completes the proof of the main theorem.
§5 Proof of Proposition 2 
We first prepare from theory of real functions some theorems whose proofs 
are referred to, for example, the book of Natanson [2].
Let /CO  be a (real valued) function defined on a closed interval {_a, Ii], and
let
be a partition of \_a, h~}. Then we define a function D n f{t)  by
(5.1)
‘o iov
T h e o r e m  A ([2, p. 257]). Let f ( t )  be a function defined on [_a, b~], and assume 
that there exists a constant K = K ( f )  which depends only on f  and
for any partition a = to< C ti< .-'< itn = b  o f \_a,b}. The sequence o f  the functions 
[Dnfi t ) )  converges almost everywhere, and for the lim it fuction
Z ) / ( 0  = lim D J (X )
n-^co
it holds that
D f  (t)  ^L {^_a, ^ ],/(O ^co n st.+  D fis^ds.
where L^ [a, h~\ stands fo r  the totality of measurable function f ( t )  defined on 
[_a, b~] such that
'f(t)m<Coo.
R e m a r k  2 If f ( t )  satisfies the Lipschitz condition, namely if there is a con­
stant c = c ( f )  such that
\ f ( 0 - f ( t ^ ) \ / \ t - t ^ \  ^  C
for any t, f   ^ [_a, b~] (ty^t^), then the assumption in Theorem A is satisfied. In fact.
Hl-Kf (tk i^)-f(tk)y/(tk t^-tk) ^ HlAcKtk-,i-tk) = (b-a)c^
T h e o r e m  B ([2, p. 266]). Let f ( t )  be an integrable function defined on [_a, b~], 
and put
F ( t ) =  f ( s ) d s .
Then, fo r  a dijferentiable function h (t) defined on [_a, b~], the follow ing form ula  
h o lds:
' h ( t ) f ( Dd t  = Ui(I)F(I)-] -  Ch^(t)F(t)dt .
T h e o r e m  C (Lebesgue’s theorem, [2, p. 127]) Let  f„( t )  be a sequence o f 
functions which converges almost everywhere to f  and such that \ fn(t)  | ^ i ^ < o o  fo r
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all n and t. Then we have
Iim [ /„(0  dt = f f i t )  dt.
«-^co J J
T h e o r e m  D (Parseval formula, [2, p. 179]). For any f ( t ) ,  g( t)  ^ — tt] 
it holds that
m g { t ) d t  = 4ao{f)aXg)^i:f^tCikiDak{g)-^h{nh(g').
J -TT
We shall prove
L e m m a  6 Let f i t )  be function defined on [ —tt, tt] which satisfies the Lips- 
chitz condition, and such that f{  — Tc) =^fiiz). Then, for the function Df(t), we have
ak(,Df) = kbk(f), bk(Df) = - k a k ( f ) .
Proof. By Theorem A and Remark 2 we have
fit)=c-\- f  D{fis))ds.
J  -TT
Therefore the assumption f i  — 7z)=fi7i) implies
Ttaoi f)= { Dfis)ds = o.
./ -TT
Hence, in virtue of Theorem B, we have
fTT
akiDf) = \ / n  Df(S) cos ks ds
-T T
= l/n: |[(cos kt) f Df(s)ds2 + k  (sin kt) ( Df(s)ds) dt 
V j  -TT -T T  J  -T T  J  -TT
= (sin k t) ( \  Df(s)ds) dt
J -T T  J -TT
= kl7t (sin k t ) ( f ( t ) —c)dt 
J  -T T
== /^7r /*(0 sin kt dt = kbk(f).
J  -T T
Similarly we have bk(Df) = - ka k ( f ) ,  and the proof completes.
L e m m a  7 I f  <p : R"" is a Lipschitz map, then each function <p\t) satis­
fies the Lipschitz condition.
Proof. It follows that there is a constant Ci such that
\ x ^ - f \ ^ c 4 ( x ,  y) 
for any x, y ^ i?". Therefore we have
I (PKt)-CfKr) \ / \ t - f \ ^ C i  d{(p(e^ )^, (P (e^) /\t-t^\ ^  CiKC(P)
We now proceed to
Proof of Proposition 2. By (3. 2) we have
S ( ^ ) -  r  dKcpi-e^^), (p(e^ )^) dt.J -TT  
rrr
HiiSijiv' it+It) ~(p'it))i(pKt+7t)-<p’it))dt
./ -T T
It follows that
Ukir i t + Tt)) = i - l ) ' ‘aki(pKt)), 
hi(pKt + n)) = i~\)%iipKt)) .
Therefeore, in virtue of Theorem Z), we obtain
Si(P)=HijgijllT=I, 4ia2k~ii(pKa2k^ i^((P '^)- '^b2k~ii(pKb2k  ^ ii(P^))
= XlS=I A2k-li(p)
Next, assume is a Lipschitz map, then it follows from (3.1) and (5.1) that
Sni<p)=2”- y 7 t  dKvi .vJ’),
= Hiigij  [ D„(p‘D„cp’dt.
J  - T T
Since (pKO satisfies the Lipschitz condition by Lemma 7, it follows from Theorem 
A and Remark 2 that the sequence Dn(p' (0  converges almost everywhere to D(p' 
it)  ^ L^ {_ —Tl, Tt]. Furthermore, in the notation of the proof of Lemma 7, we have 
I Dn(PKt)Dn(P t^) I ^  CiCjK^ i(P) C  oo.
Therefore, in virtue of Theorems C, D and Lemma 6, we obtain
=Iim Sni(P) = H i j  gij [ D(pKt)D(pKt)dt
J  - T T
=Hiigii'lT-i(k^bk(<P’)hi(pO+k^ak((p‘)ai,((p )^')
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.
We shall here prove Remark I.
Proof of  Remark  I, If s(<p) = 0 then Ak{<p) =  Q for all k'^l,  so that ak{<p’) =  
=  ^  for all and j. Therefore, by Lemma 6 and Theorem D, we have
{D(pKt')ydt =  a.
J  - T T
This implies D(p’{t) =  Q almost everywhere. Therefore, by Theorem A, we obtain
<f>^(t)=c+l D(p^(s)ds =  c.
J  - T T
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